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SUMMARY 

The purpose of this work was to consider the issue of hydrocarbon presence prediction and 
efficient development, including unconventional resources. Prerequisites of conventional 
reserves restoration and production volumes increase due to the inclusion in the 
development of unconventional hydrocarbons from shales, coal beds, and tight reservoirs 
(silty sandstone and carbonates) were reviewed. It is proposed to adhere to a controlled 
development of conventional deposits at the final stage, at the level when annual production 
does not exceed 0.2-04% of the oil and gas initially in place. Such a regime can extend the 
life of conventional deposits, primarily large and unique, and allow for an increase in the 
production of hydrocarbons due to the restoration of deposits from unconventional 
hydrocarbon sources. 
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Introduction  
 
Efficiency of oil and gas exploration relies on study consistency and comprehensiveness. These 
principles are crucial for petroleum prospectivity assessment and field prediction to the final stages 
of development. 
 
Methods and theory 
 
Oil and gas exploration activities include different technologies and methods for petroleum 
prospectivity assessment. In particular, Naftogaz of Ukraine integrated a set of methods including 
universal ones that are used for both prospective petroleum systems and conventional prospects 
identification as well as for unconventional hydrocarbon (HC) sources definition 
  
Naftogaz of Ukraine experience shows an increase in efficiency of HC deposits prediction due to the 
application of a comprehensive approach to hydrocarbon-bearing areas study (Diachuk et al., 2002; 
Koval et al., 2007; Koval and Chepyl, 2008; Koval and Akimova, 2011). Remote methods of oil and 
gas exploration are considered, among others, as efficient, including: aerocosmogeological, 
geoindicative, geophysical, geochemical, geothermal, as well as geoinformation technologies (Ahres 
and Koval, 2005; Ahres et al., 2006; Myronenko et al., 2008). In combination with others, these 
technologies provided the possibility of comprehensive exploration and integral processing of 
multifactorial information increasing the effectiveness of works. 
  
Meanwhile, the field development effectiveness depends on development plan viability, particularly 
at decommissioning stage. During 2007-2009 Naftogaz of Ukraine carried out research focused on 
new approaches to HC reserves and resources assessment. Research resulting proposals are linked to 
the assessment of reserves and resources within fields in which development is based on principles 
of HC deposits renewal, frugal production balanced with regeneration rates, recovery control, 
continuous monitoring, and fundamental analysis. 
 
Cases of renewal of HC deposits that are under development were admitted frequently (Sokolov and 
Huseva, 1993; Muslymov, 2006; Barenbaum, 2007; Havrylov, 2008). Besides, there are practical and 
theoretical pieces of evidence of HC reserves renewal revealed during Ukrainian fields development 
(Sozanskyi, Chepil, and Kenni, 2007; Koval and Chepil, 2009; Vdovychenko et al., 2016). 
  
As a result of work performed during 2005-2012 by specialists from SE Naukanaftogaz, the set of 
direct methods for oil and gas exploration was determined as well as an algorithm for calculating the 
integral indicator of petroleum prospectives was developed. The latter helps to identify anomalies 
that are linked to fields within all oil and gas-bearing regions of Ukraine. 
  
Over the past 20 years, owing to the application of a comprehensive approach and integration of 
exploration methods, dozens of oil and gas prospective areas have been identified and hundreds of 
anomalies related to HC deposits were outlined. At the same time, it was noticed that "deposit-type" 
anomalies, established by the distribution of anomalous areas by separate methods, and sometimes 
by the integral indicator of oil and gas prospectivity, do not always coincide with the contours of the 
corresponding deposits and may spread beyond them. 
  
Occasionally anomalies spread both on the slopes of the corresponding structures and within 
intrastructural depressions. In particular, anomalies spread could occur around large fields which 
were distinguished by the increase in production at the final stage of their development, including: 
Boryslavske oil field (OF), Dolynske OF, Pivnichno-Dolynske OF, Bytkiv-Babchenske oil and gas 
condensate field (OGCF), Rudkivske gas field (GF), Dashavske GF, Khidnovytske GF, Oparske GF, 
etc. within the Western oil and gas-bearing region; Anastasyivske OGCF, Hlynsko-Rozbyshivske 
OGCF, Hnydintsivske OGCF, Zakhidno-Khrestyschenske GCF, Shebelynske GCF, Pivdenno-
Panasivske OGCF, etc. within the Eastern oil and gas-bearing region. 
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Examples 
 
According to the results of pattern recognition based on the parameters of the earth's surface, 
obtained by sensing it in the infrared range of the electromagnetic spectrum, anomalies that are 
specific to oil and gas-bearing structures are traced within and around the Shebelinske field (Koval et 
al., 2007). A certain part of the relevant anomalies may be related to unconventional HC deposits, 
shale gas areas, tight gas, or gas-saturated coal beds. In particular, these unconventional deposits of 
HC could be considered a source of reservoir recharge at their depletion stage (Mykhaylov et al., 
2021). 
  
At Shebelynske field, within Lower Permian-Upper Carboniferous massive gas deposit, the reserves 
increase is observed at a level of 0.21-0.26% from recoverable reserves that initially were 650 bln. 
m3 (1987). In this field, which has been developed for almost 70 years, the annual gas rate is 1.4-1.7 
bln.m3 which is shown in figure 1. And if, since 2003, the volumes of annual production were kept 
within such limits, i.e. in the compensation regime, then in twenty years, it would be possible to 
more accurately determine the volumes of gas coming into the deposit from other sources. To date, it 
is almost impossible to determine the volumes of gas entering the field from unconventional sources 
which can be both within the mentioned gas-bearing interval and out of it. 
 

 
 
Figure 1 It is shown that until 2005, the parameters of the  Shebelinsky GKR development were in 
the conditional zone of the compensated production mode (orange background), and from 2005-
2006, the operating pressure decreased significantly, and its indicators moved into the zone of 
undercompensated production (beige background) 
 
Additionally, UkrNDIgaz geologists have previously stated that the reason for the increase in 
reserves of the Shebelinske field is unconventional HC sources. They assume that most likely tight 
and low permeability gas-bearing rocks within Lower Permian-Upper Carboniferous are the source 
of reservoir recharge (Tereschenko et al., 2015). Tight sandstone and siltstone rocks with porosity 
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and permeability less than 7-8% and 0.5 mD respectively along with thin fractured argillites make up 
most of the trap volume – up to 60-80%. These rocks contain gas in secondarily hydrophobized thin 
pores and cracks, however, in the case of ordinary well penetration, they practically do not give gas 
inflows or give minor inflows. 
  
In contrast, after a substantial reduction in reservoir pressure in the main reservoir, low-permeable 
rocks began to slowly release gas into high-permeable reservoirs and fractured zones throughout the 
field volume. As a result of the large volume of such low-permeable rocks and the large area of their 
contact with high-permeable, the recharge has become significant. Some researchers assume that the 
sources of HC, from which gas flows into the massive deposit of the Shebelinske field, are located in 
deeper horizons. According to them, gas flows from deeper horizons are capable of maintaining 
reservoir pressure, as well as annual gas production at levels of at least 1.8-1.9 bln m3/year for 20 
years (Fyk et al., 2018). 
 
Conclusions 
 
At the final stages of Shebelinske and other structurally similar fields development (Zakhidno-
Khrestishchenske, Kegychivske, Melykhivske, and some others), spontaneous production of gas 
from tight rocks occurs along with conventional gas. Such a phenomenon is possible only in gas 
drive reservoirs when there is a sharp decrease in reservoir pressure in the reservoir. If the elastic-
water-pressure regime is manifested, then there is no significant decrease in formation pressure, the 
deposit is watered, and the tight gas remains blocked by water. 
  
On the basis of the aforedescribed, the relevant phenomena at many other oil and gas fields in 
Ukraine, where conventional HC are developed, can be directly related to the existence and 
involvement in the development of HC from tight reservoirs or shale (coal or carbonate) rocks 
distributed within the sequences of the corresponding fields. Thus, the ability of any deposit to self-
restore in a relatively short time, measured in years, must be carefully studied in relation to the 
presence of accompanying "deposit-type" anomalies and its connection with unconventional sources 
of HC, since the fact of the existence of relevant anomalies and a constant process of restoring HC 
reserves, may indicate the presence of unconventional HC sources in the sedimentary complex. 
  
In the case of identification reserves restoration phenomena, the controlled regime of conventional 
HC production may activate the HC inflow from unconventional reservoirs and lead to simultaneous 
production by creating an artificial depression on shales, coal beds, and unconventional reservoirs.  
As deposit exploitation disrupts the initial steady state, the natural reservoir recharge by HC inflow 
from adjacent layers partially compensates production. If at the same time the speed of HC recovery 
(i.e. forced selection) is many times higher than the speed of natural replenishment, then the deposit 
is intensively depleted and may be prematurely decommissioned. 
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